
Automated Security Operations

Do it right from the outset by using automation from the offset, otherwise 
you will be drowning in alerts

Are You Implementing a SIEM or SOC?

The Issue

Adding an automation layer into your SIEM and security monitoring is the only way to help your team 
understand the context of alerts, know who they need to liaise with, and enable them to scale to the 

demands of modern day security incidents.

See a skills shortage as 
an impediment to incident 

response efforts

Report a remediation time of 
2 to 7 days

Report a dwell time of 2 to 
7 days

Say corporate-owned assets 
are involved in investigations

Do not currently assess their 
incident response program

A recent survey of incident responders by the 
SANS Institute has found that:

Key Findings

Millions of security events sent to the 
SOC team

SIEM solutions find actionable content 
but produce many false positives

 SOC analysts have to answer a number 
of contextual questions

Weakly integrated tools mean analysts 
spend a great deal of time going back 

and forth

Our Solution
The SOCAutomation platform seamlessly plugs into all SIEMs and then rapidly adds the much 

needed context to incidents, making the security analysts job far ‘slicker’ by delivering knowledge to 
his/her fingertips.

Once an analyst has this rich compendium of information, they can then quickly decide to escalate 
the alert to an incident. From there, SOCAutomation is able to automatically trigger remediation 

steps performed by third party tools (e.g. run a vulnerability scan, block an IP on the firewall, 
quarantine device, etc.).



SOCAutomation offers a huge library of automation use cases, fully and easily customisable to fit specific security and IT environments 
and technologies. SOCAutomation provides an Automated Security Modelling (ASM) layer. This object oriented modeller enables the SOC 

and security team to build a library of automation use cases.

Automated Security Modelling
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Malware Detected!

Allow to mailbox

Malware Detected Subprocess

Block email

Add sender to blacklist

Generate incident

Comms Error Detected

Email Phishing/Malware Detection 
and Scrubber Automation

This use case outlines the automation we are 
able to provide when a known malware sender is 
detected via email. SOCAutomation is able to scan 
mailboxes and attachments for signs of malware/
phishing and forward any suspicious files to a 
sandboxer. From there, SOCAutomation is able to 
allow the email if it’s safe, or block the email and 
add the sender to a mailbox blacklist. The results 
are then sent to the relevant stakeholders.
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Vulnerability and Patch 
Automation

This use case outlines the automation process 
we are able to provide around vulnerability and 
patch management. SOCAutomation is able to 
trigger vulnerability scans on demand and map any 
important vulnerabilities to high gravity devices 
on the network using contextual business data. 
Following this, SOCAutomation can run a scan on 
the affected devices using a patching tool, and 
deploy any missing patches that are found. The 
results from this are then verified and sent to the 
relevant stakeholders.

Scans multiple Vulnerability Management results (Nessus, Qualys, QVM, etc.);
Maps detected vulnerabilities to (threshold) machines;
Scans patching systems for suitable patches;
Deploys the patches to the relevant provisioning system(s)

Start

Scan VA Results

Scan High 
Gravity Assets

Read VA scan results

Map Important 
Vulnerabilities to High 

Gravity Devices

Correlate vulnerabilities to business devices 
according to gravity/location/type etc.

Check patching products for availability of 
patches for the relevant 
machines/vulnerabilities

Scan Physical 
Patchers

Scan Virtual 
Patchers

No DVs available

No Patches available

Deploy available patches
Provision 
Physical 
Patches

Provision 
Virtual 

Patches

Scan results

Scan patching systems for results, 
and include in workflow

Update results in workflow

End

For more information on everything SOCAutomation has to offer, including how it works and 
how else it can help your team, please visit our website at www.socautomation.com

ASM provides an ‘Abstraction Layer’, separating the security business logic from the underlying infrastructure and security tools 
technology where it will automate and orchestrate. The advantage being that security tools can easily be changed and new ones added 

while still using the automations and workflows that the SOC has put in place.

ASM can cater for any automation use case, and crucially includes a comprehensive set of common security use cases out-of-the-box. In 
addition, these ‘plug-ins’ are maintained and kept release current within SOCAutomation. They are also regularly tested and tuned within 

CyberKombat (www.cyberkombat.com), a Europe leading academic/industry/government security research training initiative.

Below are some real-world use cases we have actively implemented. These show just how extensive our automation 
capabilities are, including automated context collection and third party solution orchestration. For a full list of 

automation use cases please get in touch via our website (www.socautomation.com).

Example Use Cases

Abstraction Layer


